Hey Bruins!

Toot is a local startup for an awesome and innovative app that connects students with independent tutors. We are looking for tutors (ongoing) & marketing strategy interns (fall) to become a part of our growing team! We offer specific UCLA courses that you can teach or be taught, and we have many eager students from local high schools and middle schools who are ready to learn from you!

Brief Descriptions:

-General Tutor-
Can you help someone study for the CHEM 20 series? Can you teach them surfing, coding, or multivariable calculus? Teach anyone anything on your own time, at your own rates. A general tutor is an independent contractor position where you get paid your requested hourly rate to teach. The app finds clients for you for a 5% cut. Cannot be paid less than $15 an hour, I suggest a $40/hr wage (below current average).

Email toot.andyt@gmail.com for details or send a resume to apply! Check us out at www.tootapp.com